* Note: view deck in “Normal Mode” to read what the presenter would be saying during the slide show.
You can watch a video we made about the experience [HERE](https://www.youtube.com) on youtube.
Not Just Clean Water,
Water That Cleans™
Ozone:
- Hydrogen Peroxide
- Chlorine Bleach
Clean
Green
Sustainable

Roving Blue
THE POWER OF EO3™
The O-Pen®
The GO3™
Commercial OEM Components:
Welcome to OzoControl.com!
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1. O-Pen® Tactical Black
$149.00 USD
Price is only valid in the US. Please contact us at sales@rovingblue.com prior to placing an international order.

2. Roving Blue Ozo-Pod® 10
$179.00 USD
Price is only valid in the US. Please contact us at sales@rovingblue.com prior to placing an international order.

3. a. Ozo-Pod 10 AC/DC
$199.00 USD
Price is only valid in the US. Please contact us at sales@rovingblue.com prior to placing an international order.
Team Roving Blue:

Marianna “Yana” DeMyer
CEO

James Gilmet
CFO

Mélianne “Meli” Lussier
Director of Sales

Thomas “Tucker” Campion
Military/Gov’t Sales Manager

Nominated for Insight Magazine’s “Innovation Award” 6/2020
The Ask:

- We’re here to make you aware of our technology and to let you know we are open to collaborating to integrate our technology into what you do!
Appendix slide 1: Military Field trials

- AEWE Ft. Benning GA,
- RIMPAC Ft. Bellows AFB, HI
- JIFX 15-2 Camp Roberts, CA

- Crimson Viper, Saraburi, Thailand
- JWA Hoenfels Germany 2018
Appendix slide 2: what sets you apart from the competition?

Corona Arc:
• High voltage AC
• Air pumps/bottled O2
• Air desiccants
• Still a gas, must be dissolved into water
• Bubblers/venturi/mix chambers
• Off-gassing is a concern

Roving Blue® EO3
• Low voltage DC
• O3 directly dissolved
• No moving parts
• Minimal off-gassing